WE ARE ELECTRONICS

Katek - Partner of global customers
830 employees, 3 Katek-owned
subsidiaries in Europe, integrated
in the PRIMEPULSE-Group

COMPANY
We encounter them daily, e.g.

the functionality and handling of

hidden in the Dashboard of

electronics products.

our cars, in the TFT- Monitor of an

The founding of Katek took place

electric stove or in form of a control

in 1983 under the umbrella of the

for SMART-HOME operations.

global active enterprise Kathrein.

The High-Tech-PCBA`s of Katek,

Today Katek holds a strong and

one of the biggest EMS Suppliers

stable position in the market and

in Germany, have one thing in

looks back at more than three

common: For more than 35 years

decades of resistant growth.

GRASSAU

Katek Headquarters

VIENNA

Katek Austria GmbH

GYOR

Katek Hungary Kft.

they significantly influence

Local presence and international orientation:
In the Katek headquarters all threads come together.
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Katek - with its headquarters in

PRIMEPULSE-Group, with

customers benefit from our reliability,

Grassau - Southeast Bavaria -

approximately 4100 employees

safety and resistance. Proximity to

simultaneously locally as well

in 80 associated companies,

our customers is one of our core

as internationally oriented.

Katek is the competent contact

objectives. Katek Sales,Technolo-

830 employees advise and

for professional EMS - Electronic

gy-Experts and Management are

produce at 3 Katek-owned

Manufacturing Services.

stongly committed to serve as a

subsidiaries in Europe.

Employees, our Partner Network

binding partner in the world of our

Being a member of the

but most of all our worldwide active

customers.
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TECHNOLOGY-LEADER
IN ELECTRONICS
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WE ARE ELECTRONICS
Technology Leadership in EMS in

Katek electronic engineers ever since

We are proud of our processes

mind, the entrepreneur mentality

are such pioneers. They provide

that are the result of knowledge,

of founder Prof. Dr. Dr. Anton

valuable innovations and convert the

experience and teamwork.

Kathrein is still a living aspect in

requirements of this industry fast,

These processes work on a

the corporate philosophy of the

individually and cost-optimized.

customer-oriented system based

Katek-Group. Since the first days

Our customers expect perfection.

on rendered services and

his inventive talent, innovative

This is exactly the kind of service the

quality inspection.

strength and long term designed

Katek-Group offers.

procedures characterize the quality
of our work.
From printed circuit board (PCB) via bill of material (BOM) to finished PCBA:
In every phase of our rendered services you can rely on our expertise and advise.
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Professional Supply Chain Solutions

A Zero Defect Strategy supporting

with a proven growth in new mar-

guarantee total transparency from

our focus on highest quality ensures

kets. 2016 Katek was honored a

incoming goods to shipping.

the Top-Position of the Katek-Group

second time for being a member of

This is supported by highly motivated

in the EMS market.

Germany`s innovation elite. Katek

and skilled employees.

We promote creative ideas, that

received TOP 100 - the award for

Their solution-oriented and creative

are able to improve efficiency, quality

Germany`s most innovate SMEs.

services are the reason for the

and workflows. Because of this

continuing improvement of our

Katek keeps driving on the fast lane

EMS-portfolio.

remaining internationally competitive

Innovation Elite
Award for excellent
Inventor Culture
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WE PRODUCE ELECTRONICS
TO PERFECTION
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EMS-VALUE-ADDED-CHAIN

01

Towards perfect products and

quality. Compared with international

No matter at what step of our

competitive pricing Katek in every

competitors, Katek stands for

Value-Added-Chain you want

phase of our added values focuses

Operational Excellence, highest

to make use of Katek`s experience -

on pronounced customer proximity,

quality and best economic solutions.

we are your competent partner.

lookahead planing and highest

02

INDUSTRIALIZATION

MATERIALMANAGEMENT

TEST / INSPECTION

Katek Materialmanagement contains

optimized Test-and Inspection-

Logistics, BOM-Advise, Stock-

Strategies assures the highest

Management, Quality-Management,

production-quality. Katek test-

Obsolescence-Management and

engineers are specialists in

Operative Purchasing. Our

transfering customer-specific

Strategic Purchasing maintains

product-requirements to

best international relationships

industrialized Test- and Inspection-

with component producers as well

solutions. Automated optical

as component distributors. Our

inspections, electrical tests or

customers benefit from the bundling

dynamic stresstests. Katek is able

of our requirements and from our fair

to provide the complete bandwith

conditions.

of test in Hard- and Software. An

02

03

PRODUCTION

01

MATERIALMANAGEMENT

traceability and process-interlocking

transfer your products into a test and

are the fundamentals for high

cost-optimized serial production.

productivity and quality. With this

Reviewing your design data and the

mechanism we make sure, that only

comparison with our dynamic design

tested and build-to-specification-

rules allow us to provide proposals

products are delivered according to

for improvements regarding Design

our zero-defect-strategy.
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LOGISTICS

Katek EMS-Value-Added-Chain - traceable from goods receipt
to goods issue of the final products.
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TEST / INSPECTION

IATF 16949
ISO 13485
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO 50001
OHSAS 18001

labeling up to end-of-line testing

Industrialization is Katek`s key to

stage.

Katek Quality-Management:
From order acceptance to delivery.
Documented by certificates for
Automotive, Medical, Environment
and Energy.

integrated system from barcodeaccompanied by a consistent

for Manufacturing (DfM) and Design
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Extensive Testing based on

INDUSTRIALIZATION

for Test (DfT) in an early project

05

04

05

LOGISTICS
Depending on the agreement
we deliver to our customer or

PRODUCTION

to his final customer destination.

For the realisation of our customer-

Every product movement from

projects we rely on an installed base

purchasing up to delivery is

of State-of-the-Art-equipment, well

clearly identified and tracked.

educated employees and a living

From goods receipt to shipping

Innovation-Management.

of the final product Katek verifies

According the specific requirements

and documents every single

of our customers, we implement

production-step.

processes for a fully-automated,

BOM-elements, their correct placing

semi-automated or manual

and correct process-parameters are

production from High- to Low-

verified, captured and permanently

volume series. In this way we make

assigned to the product.

sure to warrant in-time deliveries with

This assures a consistent traceability

highest demands on product-quality.

of our electronics.
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OPTIMIZED PRODUCTION
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MARKETS
High-Tech-Electronics from Katek

Telecommunication, Consumer,

The reason for that is: Katek

take place in various final electronic

Medical, Industrial and Measurement-

provides the best solutions for

products from different markets.

Equipment. All of them rely on the

value-added EMS to its customers.

Among those, there are renowened

expertise and solution-competence

national and international customers

of Katek.

AUTOMOTIVE

INDUSTRY

Since many years Katek successfully serves

In the Area of Industrial Electronics we produce

customers out of the Automotive market.

electronic devices for Industrial Controls,

Our production-processes in every aspect

Measurement-, Traffic- and Railway-Technologies.

are subject to our integrated Quality-

High-Frequency-Solutions are key-competences of

Management according to IATF 16949.

Katek since our foundation. We produce HF-electronics
in a 2-digits-GHz-range.

out of the markets Automotive,
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MEDICAL

CONSUMER

Katek manufactures PCBAs for medical devices for

Household-Appliances, Elektronic devices, SAT-receivers,

Diagnostic- and Therapy-solutions.

SMART-Home-Technologies and much more.

We successfully serve the medical electronics market

For all of this Katek provides valuable solutions for OEMs,

with controls for Analysis-Printers, MRTs or electronics

specialized traders and end-users.

to drive and control mobil artificial hearts. Katek meets

We can offer all services accompaning the product-

the high demands of this High-Tech-Market. Since 2013

lifetime of consumer-electronics - customized and

we are successfully certified in accordance to ISO 13485.

cost-optimized.
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Katek GmbH
Körtingstraße 1, D-83224 Grassau
Phone +49.8641 / 403 - 0
Fax +49.8641 / 403 - 316
sales@katek.de
www.katek.de
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